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Abstract
The issue of substantiation and choice of a rational number of
cutters on the outer cutting drums of the geokhod for the formation
of grooves in medium strength rocks is considered in this article. It
is established that the coefficient of variation of the torque must
m be
taken into account while determining the number of cutters. It is
established that the required feed velocities are realized with a
crown-type
type outer cutting drum at one or two cutters in the cutting
lines, and the coefficient of torque variation does
doe not exceed 20% at
any allowable number of cutters and equal lag angle. On the diskdisk
type outer cutting drum required feed velocities are realized with
the number of cutters in the cutting lines from 1 to 4. The minimum
number of cutters providing a coefficient
cient of variation of the torque
on the disk-type
type outer cutting drum above the set depends on the
angle of coverage and reduces with the increase of the angle of
coverage. The example of schematic designs of OCD AR and OCD
EP development is shown for a prototype
totype model of geokhod (3.2 m
diameter) using the obtained expressions to determine the basic
geometric, kinematic, force, and structural parameters. The
possibility of decision making of the type of OCD for geokhod and
its creation is confirmed. The documentation
mentation design documents for
production crown-type
type OCD for a prototype of geokhod were
developed based on the conducted research.
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Introduction
The study of the underground space formation and the development of the subsoil are very important for the
life of mankind and affect the development associated with the creation of new technologies for the construction
of a network of underground transportation traffic, the construction of highways and railways at a considerable
depth.
The construction of the underground mines, city highways, and subway tunnels is a laborious and expensive
process. The most important tasks are increasing the rate of penetration, productivity, safety, and reduce the cost
of work.
The traditional representation of excavation, as the process of cavity formation in rocks, has always defined
and still determines the directions for improving the technologies for the construction of underground structures
and the creation of tunneling equipment for the development of underground space. However, the well-known
technologies of mining, developing along the path of increasing the power and metal consumption of equipment,
have practically exhausted their possibilities in increasing productivity, ensuring the safety of workers, and
expanding the scope.
Further development of work in the field of geotechnology and geotechnics can be performed in two
directions:
- modernization of the existing mining equipment and its improvement by creating systems of a new
technical level;
- search and creation of a fundamentally new, alternative toolkit (technologies and geotechnics) for the
development of the subsoil and the formation of underground space.
In underground conditions, external propulsions are used to move the tunneling machines: tracked,
wheeled, or wheel-rail. Propulsors which have proved themselves well working on the ground surface (at the
contact of solid and air), are not adapted for movement in the geological environment.
From this circumstance, the main problems of modern technologies of mine workings follow:
- the impossibility of movement of the boring apparatus in any direction of the underground space;
- the impossibility of creating large pressure forces on the executive body for the destruction of hard rock.
As a result, to create sufficient pressure, the designers are forced to increase the weight of mining machines,
which already reaches 80-100 tons. In addition, safety issues in the face zone continue to be acute.
In the course of work of the tunneling machine or shield, in order to create the force of thrust and pressure
force on the cutting drum, the external media itself is not involved in any way, but only the solid surface of the
excavation at the contact of the geo and air environments, or with the shield method of penetration - strong
permanent support.
For a number of years in Russia, the team of authors has been working on the creation of a new type of
mining technology. The idea of the work is based on the proposal to consider the excavation of mine workings
initially as a process of movement of a solid body in the environment of the host rocks. At the same time, the
rock is used as a supporting element, participating in the creation of the driving force of the tunneling machine
and the pressure force on the cutting drums, as well as for performing the basic technological operations,
including fixing the production of permanent support.
The principle of functional unification of the main movement (submission to the face) and the process of
cutting rocks gave the name "geowinchester" technology for mining.
"Geowinchester technology" is a set of processes for the mechanized conduct of mine workings with the
formation and use of a system of the boring screw and longitudinal grooves, where the processes for the
development of the face, the cleaning of the rock, the fixation of the developed space, and the movement of the
entire tunneling system to the face, are carried out in a combined mode. The involvement of the rock is achieved
by introducing an additional technological operation - the formation of a system of outer grooves (Fig. 1).
On the basis of the functional-structural theory of the creation of mining systems, a prototype model of a
tunneling unit was developed, the distinctive feature of which is the rotational-progressive movement to the face
according to the principle of screwing. At present, this type of mining machines has been called the geokhod
(Fig. 2).
As noted earlier, a characteristic feature of the technology of excavation using geokhods is the formation of
grooves beyond the contours of the works. Screw grooves are involved in the conversion of transmission torque
to the pressure force at the bottom. To stabilize the tail section, longitudinal grooves are formed. In the rocks of
medium and high strength, the formation of grooves requires the use of active limiting executive bodies.
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1 – screw grooves; 2 – longitudinal grooves
Fig. 1. Longitudinal cross-section
cross
of the mine with formed behind-contour groovess

The geokhod is a shield tunnel boring machine by which underground moves are carried out due to
interaction with the geo-environment
environment (Blashchuk et al., 2014; Chernukhin et al., 2015; Sadovets et al., 2015). In
recent years, a team of authors is working
wo
on creating geokhod for work in rocks of medium strength (Figure 2)
(Aksenov et al., 2015; Aksenov et al., 2019).
The main cutting drums of the geokhod for the formation of contours of heading has a number of prototypes
in traditional mining machines (Jang et al., 2016). At the same time, the system for the grooves formation out of
the contours of the heading was not previously used in such complexes. As options, two types of outer cutting
drums (OCD) were proposed: disk-type
type and crown-type
crown
(Fig. 3).

Fig 2. Main view of geokhod prototype model (Aksenov et al., 2015)
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1 – geokhod’s shield; 2 – screw blade; disk-type groove cutter; 4 – crown-type cutter
Fig 3. Schemes of the geokhod's OCDs

A comparison and evaluation of the proposed solutions require the algorithm for the arrangement of cutters
on OCD. The task of the arrangement of the cutters is reduced to determining their rational number, taking into
account the coefficients of variation (CV) loads, the characteristics of the rock, and the requirements for the
specific energy of destruction (Balci, 2013; Hekimoglu and Fowell, 1991).
When choosing a scheme of the arrangement of the cutters, two conditions must be fulfilled: ensuring equal
chip thickness and a minimum number of cutters. The first condition will ensure the possibility of comparing the
results obtained with respect to the specific energy of destruction, and the second is a necessary condition for
saving the most expensive part of the cutting drum (the hard alloy of the cutters).
Methods
The number of cutters on OCD regardless of type, can be defined as (Methodology. Shearers…,1984):
nc =

nl .n

∑ nc.l.i
i =1

.

(1)

In the type: nl.n stands for the number of cutting lines.
The number of cutters in the i-cutting line (Methodology. Shearers…,1984):
V
nc.l.i = FOCD
hmax nOCD .

(2)

In the type: VFOCD stands for the feed velocity of OCD; hmax is the maximum cutting depth; nOCD is OCD
rotation frequency.
According to the recommendations (Baron et al., 1968) maximum cutting depth is set equal to 16 mm for
the medium strength rocks. Larger values of the maximum cutting depth will lead to increased force on the
cutting edges. At a small cutting depth values, the formation of the fissure collapse does not occur, which leads
to a significant increase in the specific energy of destruction and increased tool wear (Wingquist and Hanson,
1987).
The feed velocity of OСD in the groove, on the one hand, is determined by the required feed rate of
geokhod, and on the other depends on the number of cutters in the cutting line. The required feed velocity of
OCD can be represented as:

VFOCD

 VFg ( Dg + 2hg
= 
 Dg tg(β)


2


2
 + VFg


.

(3)

The explanations of the parameters and their values set for the study are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. The parameters of geokhod and OCD
Parameter

Designation

Value

Feed velocity of geokhod

VFg

7 [m/hr]

The outer diameter of geokhod

Dg

2,1 ÷ 5,6 [m]

The height of the outer groove formed by OCD

hg

0,1 ÷ 0,4 [m]

The helix angle of the screw blade

β

4 ÷ 20 [deg]
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The OCD rotation frequency can be represented as a function of the cutting velocity
Vc
nOCD =
πDOCD
.

(4)

In the type: Vc stands for the cutting velocity; DOCD is the diameter of OCD by cutters.
The maximum acceptable cutting velocity can be set in accordance with the recommendations of
the research (Chang et al., 2006; Dogruoz et al., 2015). At the high cutting velocity (more than 2.0 m/s), the
intensive wear of the cutters occurs due to its overheating. In addition, in a number of experimental studies, the
preferability of cutting of rocks with low cutting velocity was proved (Hurt and MacAndrew, 1985).
The limitation of the cutting velocity is another condition that will lead to an increase in the number of cutters in
the cutting lines in some schemes of the OCD.
Substituting into equation (2) equation (4) and expressing the feed velocity of OCD, we obtain an
expression for determining the feed velocity of OCD with a given number of cutters in the cutting line (possible
feed velocity of OCD).
n V h
VFOCD = c.l .i c max
πD g
.
(5)
The number of cutting lines is determined by the distance between the adjacent cutting lines (so-called
cutting step). Another feature of the geokhod's OCDs is the work in the groove, that is, in conditions typical for
the peripheral parts of the cutting drums of coal mining and tunneling machines (Xuefeng et al., 2018). For the
accepted cutting depth and tool width (b), the cutting step, topt, can be determined from the expression
topt = b + 1.3hmax
.
(6)
The number of cutting lines (nl.n) for crown-type OCD is determined by the height of the groove, and for the
disk-type OCD by the groove width:
h
nl .n = OCD
topt
.
(7)
In the formula: hOCD stands for the height of OCD.
The number of cutting lines for disk-type OCD and small groove width is equal to one that is not advisable
since the cutter will be in the locked cut mode. Therefore, it is rational to take at least two cutting lines.
Relatively low values of feed velocity of OCD allow the use of schemes with a small number of cutters. At
the same time, the values of torque CV can be much higher than CV of the traditional cutting drums. It is caused
by a smaller number of cutters in contact with the rock and a significant fluctuation of this number (Li et al.,
2013; Ermakov, 2016).
In accordance with (Ermakov, 2016) the torque CV is defined as
σ
kB = M
xM ,
(8)

σM =
xM =

1 n
∑ ( x j − xM )2
n − 1 j =1

,

(9)

n

1
∑ xj
n j =1

,

(10)

In the formula: σM stands for the mean square deviation of torque on OCD; xM is the expected value of
torque on OCD; n is the number of observations in the sample; xj is the current torque value; j is the number of
the OCD considered position
The current torque value can be represented as

DOCD ∑ i =c1 Pzij
n

xj =

2

.

(11)

Where Pzij is the cutting force on i-cutter in a j-position of OCD.
In accordance with (Baron, et al., 1968), the cutting force is determined by an expression that can be
represented in a general form:
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Pzij = f ( hmax , ϕcov , topt , f , Fr )

.

(12)

In the type: Fr are the parameters that characterize the geometry of the cutter (a type of cutter, a shape of the
head of the holder, a width of the cutting edge, a shape of the front face, cutting angle and etc.), f is
Protodyakonov rock strength.
Results and Discussion
Taking the number of cutters in the cutting line is discrete from one to four; the maximum possible feed
velocities were determined from the expression (5). As the diameter of the OCD increases or the number of
cutters in the cutting line decreases, the possible feed velocity of the OCD decreases (the cutting velocity is
assumed constant). Figure 4 shows the joint graphs of the possible and necessary velocities of the submission of
OCD.

Fig 4. The diameter of the OCD and the height of the groove depending on the required and possible feed velocity

The curve "1 cutter" (Figure 4, a) shows the maximum feed velocity at one cutter in the cutting line and
limits the area below which a single-cutter can work in the cutting line at the accepted cutting velocity and
cutting depth. For disk-type OCD (Figure 4, b), the areas on the graph between the curves denoted by the
number of cutters correspond to the maximum feed velocity with the number of cutters in the cutting line
corresponding to the number of the curve bounding the area from above.
Based on the analysis of the graphs, it is established that for the crown-type OCD of any diameters and
groove heights, the required feed velocity is achieved with one cutter in the cutting lines. Exceptions are the
diameter of the geokhod 5.6 m, and the height of the groove is more than 0.31 m. In this case, two cutters in the
cutting lines are required to realize the required feed velocity. The required feed velocity for the disk-type OCD
is realized with the number of cutters from one to four for any diameter of the disk. In this case, four cutters in
the cutting lines are required only for the groove height of more than 0.35 m and a diameter of the geokhod 5.6
m. In all other cases, one to three cutters in the cutting lines are sufficient.
For some of the schemes of cutters arrangement, the minimum required CV for the OCD is not provided. It
is necessary to specify the minimum number of cutters for this condition. Since CV does not depend on absolute
values of forces and torque, it is possible to evaluate it at the early stages of design when choosing the number of
cutters. The CV was evaluated according to expressions (8) - (11) (OCD forms a groove of rectangular crosssection, the cutters are placed with the same angle lag, the number of cutters from 5 to 60). The cutting forces
were determined by the simulation in the Matlab / Simulink environment. It has been established that the angle
of coverage and the number of cutters on the OCD have the greatest influence on CV.
The CV obtained for crown-type OCD is acceptable and does not exceed 10% for any number of cutters,
but it can be reduced by increasing the number of cutters. The increase in the total number of cutters is achieved
by increasing the number of cutters in the cutting lines, and, therefore, occurs with a step equal to the number of
cutting lines. It is not always rational to produce such an increase.
The coverage angle of the disk OCD determines the entry and exit points of the cutters from the contact
with the rocks, which in turn affects the shape of the chips on the OCD and the nature of the torque variation on
the OCD. Dependences of CV on disk-type OCD on the number of cutters at angles of coverage of 60 and 90
degrees are presented in Figure 5.
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Fig 5. Dependence of CV on the disk-type OCD on the number of cutters at different angles of coverage

The points on the graph are approximated by power functions (R2 = 0.98). CV values (unlike crown-type
OCD) can significantly exceed the critical value (20% is indicated by a horizontal line). At a 90-degree angle of
coverage, the CV exceeds 20% with 9 cutters, and at 60 degrees with 15 cutters, which is unacceptable.
According to the graphs in Fig. 5, it is possible to determine the minimum number of cutters, at which CV does
not exceed 20% for angles of coverage of 60 and 90 degrees. Similarly, for angles of coverage in the range of 60
to 90 degrees in 1-degree increments, the minimum cutter numbers were obtained to provide a CV of at least 10,
20, 30 and 40%. In Figure 6, the values obtained are presented graphically.

Fig 6. Dependence of the minimum number of cutters on the disk-type OCD on the angle of coverage

The curves limit from above the region in which the CV appears to be over the preset value. At a known
coverage angle in accordance with Figure 6, the minimum number of cutters for a disk-type OCD can be
determined by the condition of providing a given CV. To provide a CV comparable to a crown-type OCD, the
total number of cutters on a disk-type OCD should exceed 20 pieces at a 90-degree coverage angle and 30 pieces
at a coverage angle of 60 degrees.
As an example, the development of schemes and the determination of the main parameters of the OCD for a
prototype of a geokhod 3.2 m in diameter are considered. The initial data for the calculation are presented in
Table 2. The layout and the number of OCDs on the geokhod correspond to the scheme in Figure 2. For the
initial ones presented in Table 2 of data, it is necessary to develop schemes both the disk and crown types of
OCD of external propulsor (EP) and OCD of the anti-rotation elements (AR). It will make it possible to decide
on the further constructive study of the options.
Table 2. The initial data for the development of OCD of geokhod
Parameter

Value

Units

The outer diameter of geokhod

3,2

[m]

Protodyakonov rock strength

5

[pcs]

The helix angle of the screw blade

4,55

[°]

Rotations per minute of geokhod

0,1

[rpm]

The lead of helix of the screw blade

0,8

[m]

AR

EP

The height of the outer groove

0,25

0,2

[m]

The width of the outer groove

0,2

0,2

[m]

The area of the outer groove

0,05

0,04

[m2]

The results of the selection and determination of the main parameters of schemes are presented in Table 3.
The cutting speed and depth of cut are adopted based on recommendations, as well as research results.
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Table 3. The main parameters of schemes of OCDs
Disk-type

Crown-type

Parameter
OCD AR OCD EP OCD AR OCD EP
The diameter of OCD, [m]

0,7

The height, [m]

0,6

0,2

0,2

0,2

The angle of coverage, [°]

74,1

71,5

180

Minimum number of cutters on OCD
to ensure the CV of at least 20%, [pcs]

12

13

1

Number of cutters in cutting lines, [pcs]

1

2

1

Number of cutting lines, [pcs]

7

Total number of cutters, [pcs]

7

The total number of cutters taking
into account the minimum CV, [pcs]

9

9

7

14

Rotations per minute of OCD, [rpm]

2,51

35,43

5,01

70,86

Actual cutting speed, [m/s]

0,09

0,37

0,05

0,74

For a disk-type OCD AR, the number of cutters necessary in terms of productivity turned out to be
insufficient under the condition of ensuring the CV. Therefore twice the number of cutters in the cutting lines is
taken. So the total number of cutters for disk-type OCD AR and OCD EP is the same, despite different feed
speeds.
The arrangement of the cutters should ensure uniformity of torque. Therefore, it is made with equal angular
intervals of the cutters and cutting steps. Crown-type OCD EP and AR have different heights and patterns of
arrangement of cutters. Thus, four designs of the OCDs are formed. The determination of the main parameters
can be implemented using the obtained dependencies and using the developed computer model. Table 4 presents
the results of determining the main parameters of the OCDs.
Table 4. The results of determining the main parameters of the OCDs
OCD AR

OCD EP

Disk-type Crown-type Disk-type Crown-type
Total friction path, [m/m]

207,27

164,72

157,03

131,78

Required torque, [N*m]

2879,54

1358,27

2303,63

1086,62

The specific power consumption on cutting, [kW*hr/m3]

3,14

2,96

3,14

2,96

Weight of OCD with a drive, [kg]

432,68

111,88

383,76

89,50

Cutting power, [kW]

0,76

0,71

8,55

8,06

Crown-type OCDs provide lower values of the total friction path, required torque, the specific power
consumption on cutting, the weight of OCD with a drive, protrusion of OCD with a drive into the internal space
of the geokhod, as well as permissible values of the resulting forces and torques. This led to the choice of crowntype OCD for the prototype model of geokhod at the stage of development of the design (Figure 7).
The constructive development of solutions required a number of changes to the design of the OCD:
a scheme with a cylindrical gearbox for OCD EP and OCD AR was adopted (Figure 7), the design of the
mounting of the OCD drive at the same time provides access to the OCD for its maintenance and cutters
replacement;
the design of the crowns was changed from cylindrical to conical due to change in the section of the blades
to trapezoidal;
the number of cutters in the cutting lines was increased, the arrangement of the cutters was changed (four
lag angles between the cutters, Figure 7).
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The change in the number of cutters in the cutting lines is associated with the features of the prototype
geokhod. OCD should ensure the formation of the groove during the operation of the starting device at the initial
destruction. In an unsteady mode of operation, the feed of the OCD can significantly exceed the calculated ones,
which can lead to damage of the cutting edges. Taking into account the changes introduced into the design of the
OCD using a computer model, the main operating parameters were recalculated.

Fig 7. OCD EP (a) and OCD AR (b) of the prototype of geokhod

Based on the computations and studies, design documentation was developed for the production of OCDs
of prototype geokhod. A general view of the prototype geokhod with a diameter of 3.2 m is presented in
Figure 8.

Fig 8. A general view of the prototype of geokhod (a) and test bench (b)

Conclusions
“Geowinchester technology” is a promising mining technology. The use of “Geowinchester technology”
requires a significant amount of theoretical and experimental research. To conduct experimental research, a
prototype geokhod 3.2 m in diameter was developed. When developing a prototype, the problem of choosing the
OCD type was solved.
The number of cutters of OCD is determined by two factors: providing the required feed velocity and
providing a torque CV of not higher than the preset value. At the crown-type OCD, the required feed velocities
are realized with one or two cutters in the cutting lines, and the torque CV does not exceed 20% for any
permissible number of cutters. On the disk-type OCD the required feed velocity is realized with the number of
cutters in the cutting lines from one to four. The minimum number of cutters ensuring a torque CV on a disktype OCD is not higher than the preset value, depends on the angle of coverage and decreases when it increases.
Torque CV has lower values on the crown-type OCD than disk-type OCD under otherwise equal conditions.
Also, it was established that the crown-type OCDs provide lower values of the total friction path, required
torque, the specific power consumption on cutting, the weight of OCD with a drive, protrusion of OCD with a
drive into the internal space of the geokhod, as well as permissible values of the resulting forces and torques.
The main directions for further research:
experimental full-scale studies of the operation of crown-type OCD on a prototype geokhod model;
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the development of circuit solutions OCD combined types;
the study of the operation of the OCD of geokhod taking into account the stochastic mechanical properties
of the rocks;
evaluation of the resulting efforts from the work of the OCD during the development through various
geological disturbances.
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